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ABSTRACT

We performed supersonic nozzle experiments with a fixed water or ethanol vapor
pressure and varying amounts of nitrogen to test the hypothesis that carrier gas
pressure affects the onset of condensation. Such an effect might occur if non-
isothermal nucleation were important under conditions of excess carrier gas in the
atmospheric pressure range, as has been suggested by Ford and Clement. Although we
observed a small increase in the condensation onset temperature as the stagnation
pressure was reduced from 3 to 0.5 atm, we cannot attribute these changes to any
non-isothermal effects. To theoretically simulate the observed behavior, we
performed calculations of nucleation and droplet growth in the nozzle that took into
account the change in nozzle shape with carrier gas pressure due to boundary layer
effects and the heat capacity of the flowing gas. We neglected energy transfer
limitations in calculating the nucleation rates. The trend of the calculated
results matched that of the experimental results very well. Thus, heat capacity and
boundary layer effects are sufficient to explain the experimental onset behavior
without invoking energy transfer limited nucleation. Beyond the onset location, the
calculations ovarpredicted the rate of water condensation. Thus, inefficient
cooling of larger, growing droplets may be influencing droplet growth rates. Our
conclusions about the rate of nucleation are consistent with those obtained recently
using an expansion cloud chamber, but are at odds with results from thermal
diffusion cloud chamber measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The condensation of rapidly cooled vapor mixtures has been under investigation
for over 50 years, and a considerable body of information has been amassed. [1,2]
One of the most important concerns is to understand how and why the observed onset
of condensation varies with different experimental conditions. The onset of
condensation is the point in the expanding flow where the density, pressure, and
temperature deviate significantly from the isentropic values. Aside from the
enormously difficult theoretical task of predicting the onset of condensation from
well-founded physical principles, there remain perplexing differences in onset
conditions measured by different investigators that are too large to be accounted
for by experimental errors. While some of these differences can surely be explained
in terms of the non-equilibrium conditions developed in extremely rapid molecular
beam and free jet expansions compared to the much gentler expansions found in Laval
nozzles and shock tubes, many experimental results found with these latter devices
also show unexplained differences in the onset temperature of condensation.
Examples can be readily cited for the condensation of water [3], argon [4], and
nitrogen [5].

Our recent experiments explore the effect of carrier gas pressure on the onset
of condensation in the atmospheric pressure range. This factor has not been
systematically varied before, but it can qualitatively account for a shift In onset
temperature with carrier gas pressure. In principle, larger nucleation and growth
rates (and higher onset temperatures) are achievable at higher carrier gas pressures
because "hot" clusters can be more rapidly thermalized than at low pressures. The
latent heat of condensation significantly raises the internal energy of a cluster
formed by monomer addition. Until this excess energy is removed via gas-cluster
collisions, the cluster is prone to decay by re-emitting a monomer. Barschdorff [3]
previously observed a change in onset temperature due to this effect for high mass
fractions of condensible vapor. Recently, Ford and Clement [6] suggested that a
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similar effect on nucleation rates might be observable under conditions of excess
carrier gas at about 1 atm. The experimental evidence on this subject is confusing.
In diffusion cloud chamber experiments, Katz et al. found a decrease in nucleation
rate of four to five orders of magnitude with increases of carrier gas pressure from
100 to 2000 Torr [7]. An opposite, but smaller, trend was observed in flow
diffusion chamber experiments by Anisimcv and Vershinin [8,9]. Recently, Wagener,
Strey, and Viisanen, [10] using an expansion cloud chamber, reported no intrinsic
effect of carrier gas pressure on the nucleation process.

The goal of our current work [11] is to determine if a reduction in carrier
gas pressure delays condensation onset to a lower temperature in the nozzle which
would be caused by strong non-isothermal nucleation effects. In our experiments, we
have not observed a significant variation in the onset of condensation (with a fixed
low initial concentration of water or ethanol vapor) accompanying a decrease in the
carrier gas pressure. Thus, our results provide evidence that non-isothermal
nucleation effects are unimportant for excess carrier gas in the atmospheric
pressure range even at the high nucleation rates found in nozzles.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Our experiments are done with an intermittent, low Mach number, supersonic
Laval nozzle that is equipped to do spatially-resolved light scattering and Mach-
Zender interferometry [12,13], The two-dimensional nozzle, with a 0.5 x 1.7 cm2

throat, is defined by two carefully machined aluminum blocks enclosed between two
parallel pyrex glass walls. The 7.27 cm long supersonic portion consists of
straight, diverging walls with an exit-to-throat area ratio of 1.36 that yields a
maximum Mach number of 1.72 for a perfect diatomic gas. During steady supersonic
flow periods of several hundred milliseconds, one-dimensional temperature and
pressure gradients are established in the nozzle. Typical cooling rates are about
0.6 K//is. Temperatures between 225 and 260 K are achieved in the condensation zone
downstream of the nozzle throat. Condensible vapor is controllably mixed with the
nitrogen carrier gas in a pressurized saturator and fed directly into a large supply
plenum. The interferometry data yield a relative density profile in the nozzle.
Pressure measurements made in the supply
plenum and through a pressure tap at the x-0
cm point in the nozzle fix the absolute valuE
of the density ratio. The deviation from
isentropic flow caused by latent heat
release, when sufficiently large, can be
detected with the interferometer by comparing
density ratio profiles obtained under
conditions of dry flow to those obtained with
condensation. The temperature profile of the
expanding/condensing flow is obtained by
integrating the diabatic gasdynamics
equations using the measured dry and wet
density profiles as input data, following a
procedure similar to that of Wegener and
Pouring [14].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Experiments at constant stagnation
pressure with varying condensible vapor
pressure confirm that our supersonic nozzle
results are consistent with those of other
workers generated using a variety of
experimental techniques. The results for
ethanol are shown in Figure 1, where they are
compared with those of Wegener, Clumpner, and
Wu [15] and those of Dawson et al. [16] Of
greater interest are the results unique to
the current work, i.e., the results of
experiments in which the initial pressure of
the condensible species was constant but the
pressure of the carrier gas was varied
significantly. Figure 2 shows raw wet and
dry gas density data measured at total
stagnation pressures of 0.5 and 3 atm. One
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Figure 1. Onset of Ethanol
Condensation. A. present work;
B, Wegener et al. (Ref. 15;.
^ 1 , Dawson et al. (Ref. 16).
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Figure 2. Measured Density Ratios in the Supersonic Expansion of 17.2 Torr Water
Vapor at Two Different Carrier Gas Pressures

difficulty in working at low pressure is the poorer quality of the interferograms
produced. Despite this It is clear that the location at which the dry and wet
curves deviate is net significantly different.

Temperature profiles obtained by integrating the diabatic gasdynamics
equations are shown in Figure 3. The vertical displacement of the results is due to
the increase in the boundary layer thickness at the nozzle walls with a six-fold
decrease in pressure. In effect the nozzle shape changes slightly, giving rise to a
gentler expansion at low pressure. In the low pressure case, we also note the
stronger departure of the wet temperature profile from the isentrope as well as the
higher peak temperature. These are consequences of the reduced heat capacity of the
lower pressure gas, since condensation adds roughly the same amount of heat to each
flowing gas stream. For the experimental results of Figures 2 and 3, onset occurred
between x-1 and 1.5 cm.

Figure 4 shows the experimental onset temperatures versus total stagnation
pressure. Theoretical onset temperatures are also plotted. These were calculated
using classical isothermal nucleation theory, with the integral method of
Oswatitsch [1] and the measured effective area ratios at each pressure as explained
in Section 4. Changing the nucleation rate by a factor of ten in the modeling
results in a 3 K shift in the onset temperature. Thus large changes (>100X) in the
experimental nucleation rate due to changes in carrier gas pressure should be
readily observed. Based on the results of Figure 4 we conclude that the small
variation in onset temperature is readily explained by classical isothermal
nucleation theory and the fluid mechanics of the nozzle flow. Thus, strong non-
isothermal nucleation effects are not apparent in our results despite onset
pressures that are generally subatmospheric (0.2 to 1 atm). Our recent experimental
results for using ethanol as the condensible species show che same trend as in
Figure 4.

4. THEORETICAL MODELING OF CONDENSATION

To gain more insight, theoretical calculations of condensation in the nozzle
were performed. Two types of models were used: a discrete-sectional (DS) model and
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Figure 3. Integrated Dry and Wet
Temperature Profiles for Water
Condensation Experiments Corre-
sponding to the Measured Density
Profiles in Figure 2.

an integral steady state (ISS) model first used by Oswatitsch [1]. These models
simulate the nucleation and growth of particles containing up to 107 molecules (40
to 60 nm radius) and include the effects of heat addition to the flow through the
diabatic gasdynamics equations [2]. Both models are based on the classical kinetic
model of cluster formation which considers cluster size to change only by monomer
condensation and evaporation [17]. The simpler ISS method uses the steady state
nucleation rate J to compute the number density AN of new particles formed at each
point x in the expansion from the conservation law, AN - (J/u)Ax; u is the local
flow velocity. With an appropriate droplet growth law the condensate mass fraction
can be calculated versus x, and from this the change in flow properties can be
obtained by integrating the diabatic flow equations. This approach has been used
extensively "or simulating condensation in nozzles [2]. In these calculations, the
classical isothermal steady state rate expression, Jcl, was used for J. Following
conventional practice, a multiplicative adjustment factor r was used to bring the
calculated and measured values of the onset temperature into agreement. Thus J is
expressed as J-rJcl. In general, T varies with experimental conditions, but for a
given expansion it is a temperature independent constant.

The DS model solves a coupled set of kinetics equations for the rate of
change, Rit in the number density of clusters with i monomers (i-mers), Hi. The
rate of change due to monomer addition and subtraction is Rj-1,.,-1,, where I,-&)N,N<-
E1+1N

g
HereE1+1N1+1. Here pt is the rate coefficient for adding a monomer to an 1-mer, and t

the evaporation rate of an i-mer. Standard forms from classical nucleation
theory [17] are used for &t and Ej. The spatial evolution of the cluster densities
is governed by steady-state conservation relations that superimpose the effects of
the expansion with the above rate processes: d(N1/p)/dx-R1/(up); p is the flow
density. This coupled set of first order non-linear rate equations is solved
subject to monomer conservation. To keep the problem computationally tractable,
only the first 1000 cluster sizes were treated discretely. All of the larger sizes
were treated using a binning procedure in which each successive decade was
subdivided into n bins, with the bins in each decade ten times larger than the bins
in the preceding decade. The principal aim of this exercise was accuracy, not

is
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efficiency. By working in number space and realizing that the cluster size
distribution varies linearly over modest increases in cluster size, this approach
yields essentially exact results. The results shown here were obtained using 900
bins per decade. The equations were solved using a simple, hybrid implicit
predictor-corrector scheme with a fixed step size chosen to give stable results.
Given the measured area ratio profile for our nozzle, the local flow temperature,
density, and pressure were continuously adjusted by solving the gasdynamics
equations for diabatic flow, thereby accounting for heat addition to the flow from
condensation.

In Figure Sa the size distributions computed from the DS model show how the
droplet distribution evolves from a broad, raonotonically decaying function of size
at condensation onset into a broad, roughly log-normal distribution of growing
droplets accompanied by a molecular vapor consisting mainly of monomers, dimers, and
very small i-mers as condensation nears completion. Figure 5b displays the same DS
results as a function of particle radius and compares them with ISS model results.
The ISS method produces results very close to those of the DS model provided that
both the steady state nucleation rate expression and droplet growth law used are
consistent with the forms of £± and E1 used in the DS model. The ISS model results
in Figure 5b. were obtained using the quasi-steady isothermal droplet growth law
including evaporation, and droplet growth was started precisely at the critical
size. The two particle size distributions at onset, X--0.2, are in good agreement,
with the exact DS results giving a slightly broader distribution. Onset is the
point in the nozzle where the effects of condensation are first evident. These
theoretical results indicate that at onset most of the condensed mass is already
present in very large particles and that substantial droplet growth has already
occurred. The latter observations contrast with the conventional view, developed
for low temperature ethanol condensation, that at onset most of the condensed mass
exists as a cloud of tiny (0.5 run) near-critical nuclei with droplet growth
contributing substantially only after the peak nucleation zone [15].
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(a) Theoretical water cluster size
distributions for water conden-
sation in our supersonic nozzle
at the listed water vapor
stagnation conditions. The two
positions in the nozzle correspond,
respectively, to the following
percentages of condensed water:
1.7% (onset for this calculation),
and 80.4%. The flow time from the
throat at X--0.86 cm is also listed.

(b) Comparison of particle size distri-
bution calculated using the discrete-
sectional (DS) cluster kinetics model
and an integral steady state (ISS)
model with a quasi-steady isothermal
droplet growth law including
evaporation.

Figure 5. Calculated Water Cluster Size Distribution
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As opposed to the above water results, ethanol condensation calculations for
the conditions used by Wegener et al. [15] yield results supporting the picture of
decoupled nucleation and growth. These results are shown in Figure 6a. The size
distribution at onset is very sharp, critically-sized particles dominate, and most
of the mass lies in the smallest sizes. It should be noted this behavior is a
consequence of the exceedingly high nucleation rates achieved in the experiemnts of
Wegener et al. [15]. In calculations simulating our ethanol condensation
experiments, we observe a transition from this decoupled behavior to a regime in
which nucleation and droplet growth are equally important as for the case of water
condensation. Figure 6a also shows the very broad ethanol size distribution
computed for one set of our conditions. Figure 6b compares cumulative mass
distribution curves illustrating this transition. The sharpest distribution
corresponds to the conditions of Wegener et al.; the other two curves span the
temperature range covered by our experiments. We conclude that the magnitude of
nucleation rate achievable under different conditions has an major effect on the
relative importance of nucleation and droplet growth at onset.
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(a) Ethanol droplet size distri-
butions at condensation onset
for low temperature conditions
used by Wegener et ai. (Ref. 15),
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Figura 6. Characteristics of Ethanol Droplet Distributions for
Different Condensation Conditions
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